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Abstract 
Qiu Chi is one of the very important writers in Qi and Liang period, Nan dynasty. 
He is good at writing poems, parallel proses and has great achievement in literature. 
His works have been well-received in Qi and Liang period. Nan dynasty has already 
witnessed the fact that his poems were included into both Literature Collection and 
Fresh Eulogy on Yu tai, two famous literature collections. Zhong rong and Quality of 
Poems has attached high appraisal to it.However, his literature collection were 
scattered and even lost before Yuan dynasty. Zhang Pu, a writer in Ming dynasty, has 
written a the collection of Qiu Si Kong, which included 24 pieces of his words. Qiu 
chi didn’t arouse enough attention in the literature circle, due to the limited number of 
his works remained until today. Therefore, today’s research can only focus on his 
representative work Letter to Chen bozhi, without much association to his life and his 
other works. This thesis will, based on the previous study, give a real picture of Qiu 
chi fron many aspects. 
First chapter will focus on the study of the figure. This chapter can be divided 
into 4 parts. Based on the important historical information and his works, this chapter 
will have a careful study on his lifetime in terms of political and cultural background 
as well as his lineage, his political life and his company. 
The second chapter will focus on the study of his works. Having generally 
narrated the description of his reserved and lost literature collections, the first part will 
mainly focus on his representative work Letter to Chen bozhi. From the second part to 
the sixth part, a general study will be carried out on his present works, discussing the 
relationship between the style of his work and the trend of his literature creation. 
The third chapter will focus on the evaluation and acceptance of Qiu chi by the 
literate in different generation. 
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家族在六朝影响 大、文学成就 高的人物就是丘迟。 
丘迟世系中可考者不多，王伊同《五朝门第》附表《高门权门世系婚姻表》
中列丘迟世系如下：                   
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                          系（秘书监） 
                         
                          道真（护军长史） 
                       
                          灵鞠（正员常侍） 
                         
                          迟（司徒从事中郎） 
仲孚 
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